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Google has launched Knol (knol.google.com), a new service aimed at people who want to share what they know.

It’s a bit like writing a new encyclopedia, except that anyone can chip in.

And yes, it’s a bit like Wikipedia.com, but with more control. Wikipedia allows anyone to edit any page and is constantly fighting off vandalism; Knol gives control over each page to its creator. Other people can contribute and add comments, but the creator decides whether each of these contributions stays or goes.

But what is a knol? It's a page of information on a particular topic. Google has set up a bunch of sample knols, and most of them are about medical conditions. Want to know all there is to know about urticaria (otherwise known as hives)? There's a knol about it, written and maintained by a qualified dermatologist.

You can add knols of your own. The thing is, they're supposed to be summaries of reliable knowledge. So a knol isn't a place for opinions or daydreaming in public. What Google wants in its knols is facts.

So ask yourself: what do you know about? If there's a particular topic that you know all about, you could write a knol on it. 

You can even earn some cash for your efforts. Google allows you to link your knols to an Adsense account, which means that you get a small cut of any advertising revenue the knol pulls in. 

Beware, though: since launch, Knol has come under fire for opening itself up to abuse by spammers, who have already swamped the Google-owned Blogspot site (blogspot.com). As long as the spam is kept at bay, Knol might yet prove itself a useful addition to the web.


+ MAKE A DATE +

You know those times when you're trying to arrange a date for you and all your mates to meet up for a drink? And everyone passes around emails saying the dates they can't do, and no-one keeps track, and it ends up as a big mess, and no date gets fixed, and you never go for that drink anyway? Those times? Well, Doodle ends that problem: www.doodle.ch. You pick a bunch of dates as options, and send a nice short URL to everyone you want to invite. They pick the dates that suit them, and behold! the drinks happen. It's great.

+ FORGOTTEN PHOTOS +

What happens to old cameras that still have film in them? If they’re lucky, they end up in the hands of one photography buff who develops old films he finds in junk shops and car boot sales. He develops them and posts what he finds online. Since the films never got developed, not even the photographers, or their subjects, ever saw the images.

Go to westfordcomp.com/updated/found.htm and you can browse through dozens of rolls of photographic history. They are a fascinating glimpse into American life in the 1940s, 50s and 60s. 

+ NOW EVEN MORE TASTY +

Online bookmarks site Delicious has an exciting new look. Owned by Yahoo!, the site lets you store your bookmarks on the web, rather than on your PC. This means you can get to them from any computer you happen to be using, and they’re searchable too. The new version looks a lot smarter and ditches the old “del.icio.us” URL for the easier-to-remember delicious.com. 


+ BROWSING AROUND... VEGGIE RECIPES +

:: The Urban Vegan knows all the shortcuts
urbanvegan.blogspot.com

:: Bristol's Cafe Maitreya has some recipes
www.cafemaitreya.co.uk/recipes/

:: VegWeb is the best place to start
vegweb.com

:: Try the Cookin' Panda's ideas
cookinpanda.wordpress.com

:: How about a vegan lunch box?
veganlunchbox.blogspot.com

:: In the veggie kitchen with Nava Atlas
vegkitchen.com


+ THING OF THE WEEK +

How to find your stolen laptop - free software can help you trace it
�http://tinyurl.com/6el7j3


+ Giles Turnbull has a web site at gilest.org +
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